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Word
List

another
Another fish is coming.
	The frogs both want to see another
city.

between
	The small box is between the two big
boxes.
	There is a mountain between Kyoto
and Osaka.

eye
This is an eye.
	Their eyes are on the back of their
heads!

frog
This is a frog.
Two frogs live in Japan.

front

both
She plays with both dolls.
One day, both frogs get an idea.

disappointed
She is disappointed with the boy.
The Osaka frog is disappointed.
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This is the front of a shirt.
	“Put your front feet on my
shoulders.”

head
This is the baby’s head.
	Their eyes are on the back of their
heads!
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hop
The rabbit hops away quickly.
	Both frogs start hopping on the
road.

meet

never
I never wake up before 5 a.m.
The frogs never learn their mistake.

north

They meet.
	The two frogs meet at the top.

mistake
He made one mistake on the test.
The frogs make a mistake.

On a compass, “N” is for north.
One hops north.

nothing
There is nothing in the lunchbox.
	“There is nothing new to see in
Kyoto.”

mountain

road

This is a mountain.
	There is a mountain between Kyoto
and Osaka.

The road is long.
	There is one road from Kyoto to
Osaka.
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same

south

They are the same.
The frogs get the same idea!

short

On a compass, “S” is for south.
The other frog hops south.

stand

The boy in the green shirt is short.
	The Osaka frog says, “We are short.”

shoulder
This is her shoulder.
“I will put my front feet on your
shoulders.”

He stands by himself.
“We can stand up.”

strange
This is a strange animal.
	“That’s strange,” the Kyoto frog
says.

tall

side
This thing has six sides.
One hops up the south side.
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The boy in the blue shirt is tall.
	“Tall people can see Kyoto from
here.”
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top
	The mountain has snow on top of it.
The two frogs meet at the top.

toward
He is running toward the bathroom.
	The Osaka frog looks toward Kyoto.
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